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MISSION

VISION
To be the best performing world class hub seaport in Africa

VALUES

“The Ultimate Port Experience” www.namport.com

COMMITTED CONNECTED CARING

Namport is committed to providing world class port services to 
all seaborne trade through excellent customer service, sustainable 

growth and social responsibility to contribute to the transformation 
of Namibia as a logistics hub
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WHAT WE DO

GENERAL VESSEL TRAFFIC

2 000 to 2 250 vessels visit the ports of 
Walvis Bay and Lüderitz.

COMMODITY EXPORTS

Salt remains the biggest export 
commodity for the Port of Walvis Bay.  
Other commodities include fish and 
fish products, copper, lead, marble and 
granite.

VESSEL REPAIR FACILITY

Namport Syncrolift can lift vessels 
weighing up to 2 000 tonnes. Three 
Panamax floating docks has a combined 
lifting capacity of 29 500 metric tonnes.

SUPPORTING THE 
FISHING INDUSTRY

The ports of Walvis Bay and Lüderitz 
serves as a vital link in the exporting of 
fish and fish products from Namibia to 
the rest of the world.

VEHICLES 

Importing of new and used vehicles 
has steadily grown and an area of land 
to accommodate 3 500 vehicles has 
been identified.

FUEL IMPORTS

Petroleum imports form the biggest 
share of commodities landed at the 
Port of Walvis Bay.

CONTAINER CARGO HANDLING

The aim of the construction of the new 
container terminal is to increase our 
container capacity from 355,000 TEU’s 
per year to over 750,000 TEU’s per year.

WELCOME TO NAMPORT
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A year of being present as 
individuals but also collectively 

During my official address to the Walvis Bay based staff members I 

continually resonated on being present. Over the past three months as 

Namport we have had various opportunities such as the four modular 

classrooms we handed over to the Kuisebmund Project School as well 

as the most recent CEOs forum and sports day to embed this notion. 

The Namport Social Investment Fund (NSIF) has always been a perfect 

platform for making our presence felt not only in the communities we 

operate in as an employer of choice but also in the rest of the country. 

Investing in the education of the Namibian child is a worthwhile venture 

and the benefits of such investments will be felt countrywide. This I 

believe is one way that we contribute to the attainment of the national 

goals. 

During the month of June, Namport played host to 8 Chief Executive 

Officers/ Managing Directors with their senior management as well as 

staff members at the 3rd SOE Sport Games. This mammoth responsibility 

was gracefully executed by not only the Namport organizing committee 

but also by each and every staff member of our great institution. The two 

sporting days that followed the deliberations were indeed joyous and 

colorful and this was only because you chose to be present and fly the 

Namport flag high. We are indeed a winning team. 

So find out how you can be present and ensure that you follow it 

through. This year as an institution we will have milestones that need to 

be achieved and we can only do so by having conversations on how best 

we can attain phenomenal and impactful results.  The more present you 

are, the more aware you are of yourself, of your surroundings, and of the 

people in those surroundings. This increased awareness gives you more 

feedback that allows you to make better decisions and take more effective 

action.  Being present when you are with people is an important factor in 

establishing and maintaining good relationships. The more present you 

are, the more confident you are and the easier it is to recall and use your 

skills and talents. The more present you are, the more effective you are at 

anything you want to do involving work.  When you are present you get 

more done, have more fun, and experience less stress and worry.

Remember being present is not just something to apply to get more 

CEO’s message

Mr Bisey /Uirab - Chief Executive Officer

work done, although it certainly helps! Be present while you are taking 

care of yourself. Be present by making an impact in your community.

Omuvo twakaleni pamwe oshowo 
oku kala kwandje
Ethimbo nda popitha aaniilonga yoko Walvibay pambelewa ondatsikile 

nomatompelo go kukalapo kwandje

Muule woshikako shoomwendhi dhivulithe pundatu. ONamport 

Otwakala tuna oompito dhiinyangandhalwalonga ya yooloka ngaashi 

otwagandja omatugilo goongulu ndhosikola geli gane kosikola 

ya Kuisebmund, noshowoo omuwiliki gowonNamport okwaningi 

eunganeko lyasimana lyomaudhano okunyanyudha oshigwana.

Oshiketha ShoNamport shokugandja omakwathelo gopashigwan 

(NSIF). Oshili eyambindhindho ne kwakwatho enene moshilongo ashine 

na hakakele ashike momundhingoloko gwetu, Otatu kwathele melongo 

unenetuu elongo lyokanona oka Namibia.

Nondi iitala omukalo nguno tatu kwathele nago otagutsu kumwe 

nodungethaneko yo shilongo shetu .

Momwedho June ONamport pamwe naawilliki yo pombanda yeli 

15 yaza komahangano ga yoolokathana gayama kepangelo. Oyali ya 

unganeke omaundhano lwoshikando oshititatu. Oshinakugwanithwa 

shelongekindho lyomaudhano ngano kashali owala sheendithwa nawa 
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CEO’s message (Continued)
ke lelo lyoNamport no kangundu komaunganeko. Ihe okukehe tuu 

ngono alili akutha ombinga meunganeko ndoka. Omasiku ngono 

gaali gomaudhano ogali omanyanyudhi, noga li gagandja olwaala 

oluwanawa, molwaashi watokola okuyeluthapo epandela lyaNamport.  

Naashino oshetweetele esindano onga ONamport.

Mopaife natu taleni ondunge ndhiladhilo tuna oku yapo nayo onga 

ehangeno. Oshoka otuneni oondungethaneko oshowo omalalakano 

twapumbwa oku ga tsakanitha. Naashino otatu shi gwanithiipo 

okupitila moonkundathana opo twaadhe iizemo iiwanawa nesindano.

Mekuthombinga lyoye noshowo eholokepo lyoye. 

Aluhe oto tseya shono tashi inyenge momundhingoloko gwoye 

noshowo aantu mnboka yelipopepi nagoye. Naashino ohashikupe 

ethano nuuyelele okuninga omatokolo pethimbo.  

Eholokepo lyoye nelongelo kumwe naantu, ohali kupe ekwatathano 

ewanawa nukuume wakola. Ekuthombinga lyoye ohalikutsu 

omukumo, no hashikuningile oshipu mo kulongithe uunongo 

nontseyo yoye. Eholokepo lyoye, ekuthombinga yoye ohali kulongitha 

nuupu moshinyangdhalwa kehe Wuuna ulipo ethimbo kehe ayihe 

ohaikala iipu noyuukilila nopwaana nando uudhigu washa. 

Koneka eholokepo lyoye kalishi owala okumona iilonga yalongwa.

Ihe nalikale okusa oshimpwiyu noku gandjawo ethano, nuuwanawa 

woshigwana shoye

 

Mr Bisey /Uirab - Chief Executive Officer
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Hosting the 3rd Public Enterprises CEOs Forum Sports Day in 
Walvis Bay 

Congratulations to Team Namport and thank you for making our 
organisation proud and what a glorious moment of VICTORY to 
have walked away as victors in all sporting codes. What more could 
we have asked for? WE kept the trophies in Walvis Bay and let’s look 
forward to doing better when the games are hosted in Lüderitz 
next year. 

Dearest colleagues, 

2018 the year of ‘being present’ is the focus and vision set by our CEO, Mr Bisey /Uirab. The Namport 
team was present and participated on a very high level at the 3rd Public Enterprises CEOs Forum 
held in Walvis Bay. Namport received an award for all four sport codes. 

This is a big WIN and we embrace all the glory and praise we have received for being a perfect 
host to the 3rd Public Enterprises CEOs Forum. Please enjoy the bumper edition of photos of our 
teams participating at the sports day. Remain present and positive in all your endeavours. 
Happy reading!

Mr Bisey /Uirab hosts his counterparts from other State 
Owned Enterprises

Various Chief Executive Officers and Managing Directors of SOEs 
enjoyed a tug boat tour on the Onkoshi tug boat with aim of 
touring the harbour of Walvis Bay. The tour comprised of scenic 
views of the new container terminal.

Editor’s note
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Namport hosts a successful SOEs sporting bonanza 

Hard work indeed does pay off. This saying became 

true during the two days SOE sport games which 

were successfully hosted by Namport in Walvis Bay. 

Team Namport walked away with two of the four gold 

medals that were up for grabs. 

The level of commitment that was displayed not only 

by the Namport players but also by the enthusiastic 

supporters as well as those who remained at the 

offices to ensure business continued, warranted that 

we received medals in all categories. 

From 08-09 June 2018 all State Owned Enterprise 

leaders joined their staff members and traded in their 

boardroom suits for sneakers and sporting gear. 

The games officially kicked 
off with a fun filled soccer 

match between the regional 
counsellors and CEOs versus 

senior management of the various 
SOEs where the players displayed 

serious old school skills.  

Our very own CEO Mr Bisey /Uirab ensured that the 

regional councillors walked away as winners against 

the executives team by scoring the winning goal, final 

score 3-1 in favour of the regional councillors/CEO 

team. 

Namport soccer walked away with gold in the soccer category.
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Position Soccer Netball Volleyball Tug of War
Gold Namport NamWater Namibia Sport 

Commission 
Namport 

Silver Namibia Institute of 
Pathology 

National Broadcasting 
Corporation 

Namport SeaFlower 

Bronze Road Fund 
Administration 

Namport Agribank Motor Vehicle 
Accident Fund 

All 17 participating companies took part in the following four sport codes as per the breakdown of the medals in 

their respective categories 

Namwater scooped gold in the  Netball  category.
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As part of their social responsibilities, the 

CEOs also visited the Kuisebmond Old Age 

Home were they handed over 37 blankets 

to the delighted recipients. The executives 

collectively also pledged monetary 

contributions to the value of N$55,000.00. 

The funds will be used for the upkeep and 

maintenance of the facility.  

Well done Team, you have indeed outdone 

yourselves, let us keep this momentum 

and continue with practice sessions as the 

other SOEs would want revenge come 

next year in Lüderitz which will be hosted 

by SeaFlower.  

Namibia Sports Commission dominated in the Volleyball games and walked away with the Gold Trophy.
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Namport tug of war team in action.

Public Enterprises CEOs forum gives back to Kuisebmond Old Age Home.



First Ever Car Assembly Plant in Namibia 
to be based in Walvis Bay

In 2015 a delegation from the Ministry of Industrialization, 

Trade and SME Development embarked on a trip to 

France with the aim of getting Peugeot to open a motor 

plant in Namibia. This trip bore fruits in 2017 when 

the company agreed to setup a plant in the harbour 

town of Walvis Bay. The plant will be based at the Nara 

Investment Park. The first containers arrived via the Port 

of Walvis Bay in June containing semi assembled parts. 

The man/woman on the street is also set to have a share 

from this as the plant aims to create jobs for the locals. 

Speaking to Mr Phillemon Mupupa, Key Accounts 

Executive, he said “that a venture of this nature 

means additional revenue to Namport in terms of 

the guaranteed additional volumes and us being a 

government institution, this is a great achievement for 

the entire country. This also shows that we as a port are 

able to compete in an international playing field”. 

"A venture of this nature means 
additional revenue to Namport 

in terms of the guaranteed 
additional volumes."
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Mr Phillemon Mupupua cannot wait for the plant be operational so that the cars can be assembeled to a final product.



The Port of Walvis Bay plays a vital role in the 
importation of Two Transformer Units

The Namibian Ports Authority remains a vital role 

player in the transportation of goods via sea. This 

became once again evident when two transformers 

valued at the purchase price of N$40 million arrived 

at the Port of Walvis Bay enroute to Ruacana in the 

northern part of Namibia. The transformers will be 

used at Nampower’s newly built 330 kw line sub-

station which will run from Ruacana and will supply 

electricity to the northern (Oshakati and Ondangwa) 

regions of the country. 

The 142 ton transformers which
were built in India will travel 
in excess of 1000 km to their 

destination on road over a period 
of 3 days.

“With Ruacana power station being the second largest 
station after Van Eck power station there was a dire  

need to get new transformers hence this purchase”, 

said Mr Kondjeni Nghitevelekwa, Senior Engineer: 

Transmission Projects, Nampower. He further said that 

“this was part of the master plan which is to retire old 

transformers and replacing them with units that have 

a higher capacity”. 

“Namport remains committed to providing all services 

at its disposal to assist the Namibian community in 

trading via its ports” said Namport’s Mr Immanuel 

!Hanabeb, Acting Commercial Executive.

13Namport Quayside Talk

The Marmolokai vessel had the mammoth task of bringing the two transformers to shore of Walvis Bay.

The transformer ready for being offloaded. 



418 vehicles offloaded at the Port of Walvis Bay

The Grand Orion roro vessel which was built in Japan 

graced our shores and offloaded 418 units of which 

228 were sedan cars, 4x4 pick-ups and 173 were trucks.

Eight of these vehicles are for the local market whilst 

the rest are destined for our neighbouring countries, 

Zambia (89 units), Zimbabwe (257 units), Botswana (16 

units), Malawi (42 units), Congo (6 units). 

Ms Taná Pesat, Acting Commercial Executive of 

Namport said that consignments going to these 

countries, cements the efforts of Namport to enhance 

intercontinental trades and these ventures are always 

welcome. 

It was loaded in Sheerness and Killingholme (UK ports) 

and Antwerp (Belgium port). The Grand Orion has a 

59217 gross tonne carrying capacity. 
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As an entrance to and from SADC countries via sea to 

Namibia, Namport recently received various building 

materials that will be used for the construction of the 

Kafulafuta Water Supply Treatment Plant in Ndola, 

Zambia. 

The 3336 tons of shipment arrived earlier in the month 

of June from China which will be transported via road 

to Zambia soon. Zambia being a landlocked country 

makes frequent use of the Port of Walvis Bay to carry 

out its commercial activities that are conducted via sea. 

Such working relationships between the two countries 

are as a result of the Memorandum of Understanding 

which both governments signed in 2007 to establish 

the Zambian Dry Port at the Port of Walvis Bay.  

The presence of dry ports at Walvis 
Bay opens up the SADC region to 
trade opportunities with the world. 

A dry port is a piece of land given to a landlocked 

country by a country with a harbour, this is to enable 

the landlocked country to be directly connected by 

road or rail to a seaport and operating as a centre for 

the transhipment of sea cargo to inland destinations.

More and more landlocked countries within Southern 

Africa are looking towards Walvis Bay as an ideal 

harbour for their import and export needs. In the 

month of May Namibia, via Namport, exported 205 life 

animals to the Democratic Republic of Congo.  

Kafulafuta Water Supply Treatment Plant 
consignments for Zambia transported via Port 
of Walvis Bay 

15 Namport Quayside Talk

The Kafulafuta Plant in Zambia under construction. 
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205 animals exported via the Port of Walvis Bay 

Namibia recently exported a consignment of 205 

animals via the Port of Walvis Bay. Most of the 

animals (Nyala, Eland, Impala, Hartebeest, Oryx and 

Waterbuck) which are destined for the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, were captured on various game 

farms in Namibia while the Blesbuck was imported 

from South Africa. 

It was decided by experts that translocation via the 

Port of Walvis Bay was the best and most stress-free 

option for the captured animals. Feeding and giving 

water to the animals is also much easier and most 

effective via the vessels as compared to the road. 

Furthermore transporting of goods via the port 

remains the most affordable option for this type of 

shipment. 

The translocation was done 
by Wildlife Vets Namibia, a 

company with many years of 
wildlife veterinary experience 

in game capture and 
translocations. 

Talking to Dr Ulf Tubbesing from Wildlife Vets Namibia, 

on the safety of the animals during the transshipment, 

he said that, “although animal on animal and trauma 

is not always avoidable, we always do everything in 

our power to minimize animal suffering, injury or 

mortality”. 

Mr Immanuel !Hanabeb, Acting Commercial 

Executive at Namport said that “Namport will 

continue to support the initiatives of government by 

availing resources and skills whenever it is required 

to do so’. He further said that ‘we not only offer our 

clients a good customer experience but our prices 

remain affordable in these times”.

 Animals being transported to the Game Farm.

16 Namport Quayside Talk
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205 animals exported via the Port of Walvis Bay 
(Continued)

The animals will be released into strictly non-

hunting reserves which are used for tourism and 

nature education purposes and the kids from 

Kinshasa will be able to see non-indigenous animals 

for the first time. 

The animals were transported on the El Nino vessel 

which is primarily used to export frozen fish from 

Walvis Bay to Boma in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo and will then be transported on road to the 

game reserve. 

The animals are safely shipped in containers and are adequately fed throughout their journey.

The animals in transit to the Game Reserve in Kinshasa.
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Namport lowers pressure on the education 
system in the Erongo region by donating four 
classrooms to Kuisebmund Primary School
The Namibian Ports Authority (NAMPORT), through its 

Social Investment Fund (NSIF), donated four modular 

classrooms to the Kuisebmund Primary Project School 

in Walvis Bay. Speaking at the handover ceremony, 

the Regional Director of Education in the Erongo, Mr 

John Awaseb welcomed Namport’s commitment and 

considered the funders “to be friends of education”.  

On his part, Chairperson of NSIF and CEO of Namport 

Mr Bisey /Uirab reiterated that the timeous completion 

of the project bears evidence on the importance that 

the NSIF trustees has placed on assisting government 

in providing quality education to the Namibian child. 

He further said that “milestones of this nature play 

and will continue to be a vital part of our business as 

Namport, as this represents the tangible reflection of 

our values and vision as an entity."

At the same event, the Deputy Minister of Fisheries, 

Hon. Silvia Makona thanked Namport for “ploughing 

back into the community that required the support 

and help”. She further called on all captains of industry 

to follow the commendable example of Namport and 

to remove their goggles and address the needs of the 

communities in which they operate”. 

Unveiling of the Kuisebmund Primary Project School by Deputy 
Minister of Fisheries Hon. Silvia Makona.

The invited guests recieved a warm welcome from the learners 
of the Project School 

18 Namport Quayside Talk
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Namport continues to make its presence felt in 
the Kunene region 

The Namibian Ports Authority continues to leave 

noteworthy footprints in the Namibian society 

through its Social Investment Fund. This time 

around the fund donated one movable container 

valued at N$86,000.00 to the Outjo Municipality. 

The container will be used as a dual facility for an 

office for NAMPOL and as a separate office for the 

Ministry of Health and Social Services. 

Speaking at the handover ceremony CEO of 

Namport and Chairperson of the NSIF Mr Bisey /

Uirab said that Namport remains committed to 

assisting the Namibian community were possible. 

He further said that “as an entity we have adopted 

the notion of being present, it is in this spirit that 

moving forward we will support the renovations 

of the Frans Frederick School in Fransfontein to the 

value of N$300,000.00 as well as procurement of 

ICT equipment for Cornelius Goreseb High School 

valued at N$36,000.00 in the Kunene region”. 

NSIF also donated N$300,000.00 
towards two more containers to 
the Seringkop community on the 
same day. The donation valued 
at N$430,000.00 was made 
possible by the collaborative 
efforts between Namport Social 
Investment Fund, Standard Bank 
and the Rotary Club of Namibia.  
 
The containers will be used as a health facility as 

well as to provide housing for the local medical 

personnel.  This donation aims at complementing 

government’s effort of providing access to health 

faciities to the Seringkop community. 

 CEO of Namport and NSIF Chairperson Mr Bisey /Uirab at the 
photo opportunity at the Seringkop clinic handover.

The Dawid //Khamuxab Clinic ready to provide the community 
with access to health services.
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DON’T LITTER, BIN IT Clean-up Campaign

In heeding to the President’s call for a nationwide clean-

up campaign over 300 Namport staff members geared 

themselves with dust masks, refuse bags and gloves and 

invaded the streets of both port towns namely Lüderitz 

and Walvis Bay on 25 May 2018 under the theme “Don’t 

litter, Bin it”. 

The well attended campaign saw different groups of 

people working together for the upkeep of the areas 

they live, play and work in. 

Speaking about the campaign, Mr Immanuel !Hanabeb, 

Namport’s acting Executive: Commercial said that “as an 

entity who are part of this beautiful country, we saw it 

necessary to play our part in keeping our region clean, 

however campaigns of this nature are not a strange 

phenomenon to Namport and its employees as the 

company has adopted the tradition of hosting 3 clean 

up campaigns annually. These campaigns have been 

ongoing for the past two years under the theme “Keep 

our Ports Sparkling”. 

20 Namport Quayside Talk
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DON’T LITTER, BIN IT Clean-up Campaign
(Continued)
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The Importance of records management 
programme at Namport 

Although we have made the great migration from 

the world of paper and filing to the technological 

age, records management remains part of our 

present lives. 

Record keeping as passed 
the test of time, in that there 

is a reduced risk of losing 
documents that have been 

correctly filed and stored away 
for safe keeping as opposed 
to the danger of a computer 

crashing with all the saved data.   

Records management is an administrative system 

whereby an organisation strives to control the 

creation, distribution, filing, retrieval, storage and 

destruction of all records generated or received 

by the organisation. This includes the processes 

of capturing and maintaining evidence and 

information relating to business activities and 

transactions in the form of records. 

There are two phases in the life cycle of a record: 

1. The records management phase which entails  

 the following: 

	 •	 Information	is	generated	or	received	in	the		

  form of records 

	 •	 The	records,	which	contain	information,	are		

  classified according to a logical system. 

	 •	 The	records	are	maintained	and	made		 	

  available for use. 

	 •	 The	records	are	separated	by	transferring			

  them to an archive and ephemeral records  

  are destroyed. 

2. The archival phase involves the following: 

	 •	 Records	of	enduring	value	are	selected/	 	

  appraised by the archivist.

	 •	 The	records	are	described	in	finding-aids

	 •	 The	records	are	preserved.	

	 •	 Information	queries	are	answered	and	clients		

  are referred to the information sources. 

Sound record management improves efficiency 

by cutting down retrieval time and maintaining 

control over what is held, how and why. Good 

record management ensures that historically 

significant records are preserved for permanent 

use. Until the next edition, ensure that you keep 

your documents safe. 
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Learning the language used 
in the Port Industry

We are all aware that the language used in the Port 

Industry is at times not so common, so allow us to 

empower you by sharing some of the jargon that you 

might come across. 

1.  The capacity of the vessel calculated by approved 

  formula is called Gross Registered Tonnage (GRT).  

 The gross tonnage is a figure representative of the  

 volume of the enclosed space in cubic metres. 

2. Dock is the structure built along or at an angle from 

 a navigable waterway so that vessels may lie 

 alongside to load and offload or discharge cargo.

3. The key difference between Weathertight and  

 Watertight Doors on ships is the location of their 

 placement.

This generally includes a small head of water. Their 

main use is to prevent access of green seas into the 

space of the ship they are designed to protect. Most 

of the doors on deck/accommodation on tanker ships 

are weathertight doors. These doors are designed to 

open outwards thereby ensuring a positive pressure 

should there be a draught of water acting on them.

Watertight doors on the other hand are designed 

to prevent water entering from both sides, thereby 

ensuring that watertight integrity of the neighbouring 

compartment of the ship is not lost. 

Watertight doors are located below deck level and 

are designed to open and close upwards or sideward 

(usually by automatic means). Most of the doors on 

car carrier vessels and Ro-Ro decks are watertight. 

A remote indication on the status (open / close) of 

watertight doors is required by regulations.

Weathertight Doors are primarily 
located above the waterline of 
the vessel. They are designed 

to prevent entry of water from 
outside to inside.
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Look after your Health 

Voluntary Medical Male Circumcision Awareness 
with "The Dogg" At the Port Of Walvis Bay
It is commonly said that a 

healthy body equals to a 

productive person. It was with 

this in mind that Namport 

staff members attended an 

information session by the 

Ministry of Health and Social 

Services and the Get Smart 

Cut Ambassador “The Dogg”. 

The ambassador addressed 
all those present on the 

importance of Medical Male 
Circumcision as well as the 

health benefits of getting the 
smart cut. 

The Dogg was on a campaign drive in the Erongo 

region and hosted charity shows in the aid of 

spreading the smart cut message. Speaking at 

the information session, Mr Immanuel !Hanabeb, 

Namport’s acting Commercial Executive said 

that “as an employer of choice, Namport remains 

committed to not only delivering world class 

services to its clientele but also remains committed 

to its most valuable resource which is its employees, 

hence such initiatives”. He further encouraged all 

male employees who have not yet undergone male 

circumcision to consider doing so. 

Male circumcision reduces the risk of HIV infection 

among heterosexual men in sub-Saharan 

Africa. Therefore, the World Health Organization 

recommends considering circumcision as part of 

a comprehensive HIV prevention program in areas 

with high rates of HIV such as sub-Saharan Africa. 
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Namport conducts a Hygiene Survey 

All employers are required by the Namibian Health and 

Safety Regulations to conduct regular assessments 

of their workplaces to determine the exposure of its 

employees to hazardous processes, activities and 

substances. 

This is to ensure that the appropriate action is taken 

to either minimize and or eliminate the exposure. This 

is done through various actions such as introducing 

engineering controls, to substitute the process or 

substance, to eliminate the process or substance, to 

provide the required personal protective equipment, 

and to establish safe operating procedures.

In addition to this, all personnel involved in processes 

where their exposure exceeds legal limits are 

incorporated into the Namport Medical Surveillance 

Program. These employees are then at regular intervals 

examined to determine the effectiveness of the 

controls.

Namport recently appointed the National 

Environmental Health Consultants (NEHC) to conduct 

the Hygiene Survey which concentrated on: 

	 •	 Lighting	levels	(day	and	night)

 • Bacteriological Sampling (air conditioning units)

 • Chemical Sampling (welding, painting activities)

 • Dust Sampling (grit blasting activities)

 • Noise Sampling (various activities which generate  

  excessive noise)

 • Vibration (forklifts, haulers etc.)

 • Extreme Temperature Exposure

Once the survey is completed, Namport will analyse 

the report and update its medical surveillance program 

accordingly. To illustrate the above, we can take the 

examples of a Grit Blaster at the Technical Department. 

During grit blasting activities, the employees in this 

process are exposed to dust and noise. During the 

survey, the noise levels will be measured by using 

a noise level meter, and the respirable dust will be 

measured by using a personal sampler. Once the 

sampling is completed, the results will be compared 

against the permitted limits as determined in the 

health and safety regulations. 

If the measured noise levels exceeds the legal limits, 

the staff member involved will be issued with hearing 

protection and incorporated in the Noise Conservation 

Program. Should the dust measurements also indicate 

that legal limits are exceeded, the personnel will 

be issued with the relevant respiratory equipment. 

These employees will then also be incorporated in 

the Medical Surveillance Program whereby they will 

undergo annual hearing tests, lung function tests and 

have x-rays taken. 

Should the annual medical examinations indicate 

deterioration of an employee’s health, then Namport 

should examine the grit blasting process to determine 

whether additional controls as mentioned above 

should be implemented to reduce the exposure.
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What is stress?
 
  

Just asking the question and probably wondering 

about it, is already a sign of stress. If you’re resisting 

the thought that you’re having problems handling 

things and managing stress, check out the following 

symptoms: 

Physical symptoms
Chest pains , Fatigue , Trembling, Sweating, Frequent 

colds or cold sores (fever blisters), Dry mouth, Heart 

palpitations, Nausea, Insomnia, Headache, Muscle 

aches and pains especially in the neck, shoulders 

and back.

Behavioral symptoms
Crying for anything or nothing, Drinking alcohol 

excessively or more than usual, Yelling, Throwing 

things, Hitting, Nervous habits (nail biting, hair 

chewing, foot tapping), Swearing, Taking tranquilizers 

and drugs to sleep.

Mental symptoms
Poor memory, Poor concentration, Racing mind or 

mind going blank, Confusion, Lack of sense of humor

Emotional symptoms
Anger or rage,  Fearfulness, Depression, Anxiety, 

Hopelessness, Helplessness, Frustration, Resentment, 

Guilt or shame, Bitterness, Irritability, Pessimism 

or negativity, Powerlessness, Restlessness, Short 

temperedness, Suicidal.

How to manage stress?
Stress is a response to an event or situation. It can 

be positive or negative. Stress is common in daily life 

and may be associated with work, family or personal 

relationships. It usually means that something is 

happening that’s causing worry and affecting how 

we are thinking and feeling.

Think about what you’ve been doing and how 
you’ve been feeling over the last two weeks. Have 
you:
1. Found it hard to relax most of the time?  YES or NO

2. Felt stressed and overwhelmed most of the time?   

 YES or NO

3. Felt panicky and anxious or worried most of the  

 time?  YES or NO

If you’ve answered YES to one or more of these 
questions, it might be helpful to adopt the 
following stress reducing strategies.
	 •	 Postpone	 major	 life	 changes-	 it’s	 probably	 a	 

  good idea to try to avoid moving house or  

  changing jobs. Leave them to a time when 

  you’re feeling better.

	 •	 Resolve	personal	conflicts	

	 •	 Do	the	things	you	enjoy

	 •	 Control	 your	 work	 by	 creating	 a	 balance	 

  between work and the things you enjoy doing,  

  after all you only live once

	 •	 Exercise	regularly

	 •	 Seek	help	be	 it	professional	or	 from	someone 

  you trust, do not suffer in silence
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Let me distract you for a moment and tell you a 

short story. Old story and familiar story but the core 

lesson is phenomenal! I hope it inspires you to think 

differently…

Shark Bait
During a research experiment a marine biologist 

placed a shark into a large holding tank and then 

released several small bait fish into the tank. As you 

would expect, the shark quickly swam around the 

tank, attacked and ate the smaller fish.

The marine biologist then inserted a strong piece of 

clear fiberglass into the tank, creating two separate 

partitions. She then put the shark on one side of the 

fiberglass and a new set of bait fish on the other.

Again, the shark quickly attacked.  This time, however, 

the shark slammed into the fiberglass divider and 

bounced off. Undeterred, the shark kept repeating this 

behavior every few minutes to no avail.  Meanwhile, 

the bait fish swam around unharmed in the second 

partition.  Eventually, about an hour into the 

experiment, the shark gave up.

This experiment was repeated several dozen times 

over the next few weeks.  Each time, the shark got less 

aggressive and made fewer attempts to attack the 

bait fish, until eventually the shark got tired of hitting 

the fiberglass divider and simply stopped attacking 

altogether.

The marine biologist then removed the fiberglass 

divider, but the shark didn’t attack.  The shark was 

trained to believe a barrier existed between it and the 

bait fish, so the bait fish swam wherever they wished, 

free from harm.

The moral:  
Many of us, after experiencing setbacks and failures, 

emotionally give up and stop trying. Like the shark in the 

story, we believe that because we were unsuccessful 

in the past, we will always be unsuccessful. In other 

words, we continue to see a barrier in our heads, even 

when no ‘real’ barrier exists between where we are and 

where we want to go.

 Corner
‘The art of life is a constant readjustment to our 
surroundings’. --Kakuzo Okakaura
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Transfers    

Name of Employee Start Date Organizational Unit Position

Kathleen Van Heerden 5/1/18 Commercial Manager:  Organizational Peformance

Debby Sylvester 5/1/18 Procurement Procurement Clerk

Annastasia Neumbo 3/1/18 HR Business Support HR Officer(Recruitment)

Gabrielle Rispel 6/1/18 Finance Lüderitz Temp Revenue Controller

Promotions    

Name of Employee  Start Date Organizational Unit Position

Francis Brown 5/1/18 HR Admin HR Officer (Admin.)

Reinhold Wapulile 4/11/18 Equipment Coordination Cat 1 Mechanical Lifting Equip Operator

Elrico Swartbooi 4/9/18 Equipment Coordination Cat 1 Mechanical Lifting Equip Operator

Paul Marubella 5/1/18 Technical Section Lüderitz Technical Superintendent

Lillian Eileen Daniel Pillay 3/1/18 Accounts Payable Accounts Clerk:  Accounts Payable

Grace Ngapurue 4/1/18 Accounts Financial Accountant

Staff movement at Namport
New Recruits     

Name of Employee Start Date Organizational Unit Position  

Gretchen Nicodemus 3/1/18 Container Terminal Gate Data Capturer

Tunenyanyu Hamunyela 3/1/18 Employee Relations & Wellness Employee Relations Assistant

Lazaro Sanches Diaz 3/1/18 Marine Pilot  Marine Pilot

Johannes Haidula 6/1/18 Synchrolift Division  Graduate Trainee

Mazinza Mulenamaswe 6/1/18 OD & Training  OD Practitioner Change Management

Kashivimbiwa Ndeikwila 6/1/18 Procurement  Graduate Trainee

Josef Amunime 5/28/18 Tug Master B  Dual Purpose Rating
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SEEN AROUND
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SEEN AROUND

Hands up in the air. Senorita posing for the camera.

Mr Amos Shiyuka NSIF Trustee Member.Kuisebmund Primary Project School handover.
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